


Finding Space to Pioneer

Over the next ten years, we will build on our 
reputation as one of the country’s leading girls’ 
schools. We want to be a school which is not only 
known for its outstanding education, but has real 
influence and reach, which it uses to further wider 
educational outcomes and discourse. We want our 
school to be fun, pioneering and properly 
adventurous, leading the country in scholarly 
exploration, pastoral development, partnerships 
and co-curricular engagement.

Our vision is for students, staff and the wider 
community to find their space to pioneer. As well 
as the requirement to forge new physical space for 
the site and by being a creative, pioneering part of 
the post C19 City regeneration of space, we aim to 
break new educational ground and claim our space, 
in three critical ways.



Finding Space To Pioneer



Our values: the 3 Rs of City permeate all that we do



Strategic Aims:  Learning SA1
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SA1
LEARNING: Pupils are academically curious and resourceful; they take risks, are ambitious and love learning
for its own sake.

SA1.1 To be relentless, research-focussed and collaborative in our efforts to make small but meaningful improvements to the way in whi ch we learn

SA1.2 Students have authentic opportunities to shape their own learning journey

SA1.3 To ensure that the curriculum includes diversity of voice and contexts

SA1.4 To have a curriculum which develops the skills and knowledge that enable students to thrive in higher education and work goals

SA1.5 To make effective use of IT to create space for thinking, collaboration and to develop students’ skills

SA1.6 To ensure parents are supportive of the educational aims, feel informed on their daughters’ progress and how they can contrib ute.



Strategic Aims:  Co-curricular SA2

SA2
CO-CURRICULAR: Pupils contribute enthusiastically to co-curricular activities and partnerships and 
serve the communities around them with respect.

SA2.1 To embed joint activities with CLS, to share resources and expertise, in line with the Joint Partnership Strategy

SA2.2
Capitalising on our termly CoL Partnership Forum, to develop a structural and systematic approach to working with the Family of 
Schools in order to share resources, ideas and expertise

SA2.3 To build new and long-lasting partnerships with a charitable and international focus in order to ensure that CLSG is both serving the 
community and developing an outward-looking student body

SA2.4
To review, expand and celebrate CLSG’s provision of clubs and society, in order to ensure the wide-ranging interests of our students 
are provided for in our provision



Strategic Aims:  Pastoral SA3

SA3:
PASTORAL: Pupils understand themselves, are listened to and take reflective ownership of their lives 
and are considerate of others.

SA3.1 To encourage student resourcefulness by offering a clear network of support in terms of pastoral conversations, mentoring, learning 
support and coaching.

SA3.2 To map our provision for mental health and wellbeing education and rationalise the work that we are doing across the school

SA3.3 Foster a sense of belonging by adapting to and meeting the needs of all of our pupils

SA3.4 To foster a spirit of responsibility, respect and resourcefulness through our assembly, form time and PSHCE provision

SA3.5 To further parental engagement in pastoral care

SA3.6 As above and - To ensure the particular needs of our younger children are met through the provision of specialist Prep counsellors.



Strategic Aims:  People SA4

SA4
PEOPLE: High-calibre staff and inspirational teachers are empowered through outstanding professional 
development opportunities.

SA4.1 To invest in all staff development, including both leadership, scholarship and non-leadership areas of personal growth, 
creating opportunities for sharing and developing; recognising diversity

SA4.2 To invest in the wellbeing of our community, establishing and maintaining a happy, supportive and flourishing working environment; 
ensuring that staff are lead welll through operational change and transition

SA4.3 Equip and create fertile conditions to enable HR to thrive

SA4.4 To continue to embed and take full advantage and opportunity of coaching within our community and identify the impact of the 
coaching culture

SA4.5
To further develop staff expertise through building relationships and opportunities such as with Partnership Schools, CEGs, 
collaboration with CLS, HMC and GSA cluster groups

Prep
As above and - To ensure that all members of the Prep Community – girls, staff, parents – benefit fully from the development of a 
culture of coaching at City; To ensure meaningful CPD opportunities for Prep staff development by collaborating with other KS2 
settings both within the City family of schools and beyond.



Strategic Aims:  Operations SA5

SA5
OPERATIONAL: The management of the financial and human resources, and estates is forward-looking, 
sustainable and compliant.

SA5.1 To continue to invest in the existing site while remaining alive to the possibility of acquisition of additional accommodation

SA5.2 To continue to invest in support staff to ensure we provide modern, sustainable, fit for the future services

SA5.3 To ensure that the School’s finances are robust and sustainable to ride out future economic shocks while allowing expansion where and 
when needed

SA5.4 To explore efficiency of operations by partnering with other City Schools where this makes sense for all parties

SA5.5 Relaunch compliance and an agenda that supports excellence in doing what we say we do

Prep Ensure that CJS launch operations are efficiently supported



Strategic Aims: External Relations SA6

SA6
EXTERNAL RELATIONS: The school will be distinctive and understood, allowing it to attract a diverse 
intake of pupils and staff, and to influence wider debate.

SA6.1 To continue to build up strong relationships with junior schools to ensure diverse intake of pupils of conspicuous potential

SA6.2 To build up bursary provision, both in terms of generating new funds and achieving better stewardship of bursary recipients and donors

SA6.3 To strengthen school's alumnae relationships through effective establishment of new forum and launch of Graduway

SA6.4 To establish efficient external relations department which is professional, well trained and serve whole school

SA6.5 To consider opportunities and fora to celebrate school and influence debate, for example through press and organisation of conferences


